Refer A Friend scheme

How to Introduce Friends and Earn a Reward

• Complete the refer a friend form on the Fit For Sport Website www.fitforsport.co.uk
• The referred customer will be contacted by a member of the Fit For Sport Customer Relations Team who will complete the registration process, make the first booking and apply a 10% discount
• The existing customer (referee) will receive a £10 credit on their Fit For Sport account only once it has been verified that the referred customer is new to Fit For Sport and the new child/children have completed their camp sessions

Terms and Conditions

• The Refer a Friend scheme will run for Activity Camps only
• The existing customer (the referee) must have a Fit For Sport account
• The referred customer will only be able to obtain their 10% discount if they are new to Fit For Sport and secure a summer camp booking for at least one day for at least one child
• The 10% discount will only apply to the first booking made by the referred customer
• The existing customer (referee) will receive a £10 credit on their Fit For Sport account only once it has been verified that the referred customer is new to Fit For Sport and the new child/children have completed their camp sessions
• Customers are advised to refer a friend with plenty of notice prior to the activity start date for registration purposes
• This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer
• No cash value – credit is non transferrable